T HE IEEE ANTENNAS AND WIRELESS PROPAGATION LETTERS (AWPL) has introduced a free reference page since mid-February 2018. In short, the new editorial policy excludes the references from the overlength page count. This new page-charge model has been approved by the Administrative Committee of the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society in 2017 and is now implemented for all newly submitted manuscripts. It mirrors a similar move of the IEEE TRANSAC-TIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION (see Appendix).
The practical implementation of this new editorial policy simply removes the references from the page count. In other words, the following statements hold.
1) The technical content is still limited to four pages. This limit will be strictly enforced to keep the letters concise and to the point, in the original spirit of AWPL. 2) It is now acceptable that the reference list extends to a fifth page. This will provide sufficient space for thorough referencing without competing with technical content. 3) The authors will not be charged for the last page of their article if it contains only references. The following illustrative examples should clarify how the publication fee is calculated in the new page-charge model. 1) A four-page article with its last page containing only references will attract fees for two pages, since the first page attracts no fee, and the last reference-only page is free. 2) If the last page of a four-page article contains technical content and references, the author(s) will be charged the fee for three pages.
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3) The last page of a five-page article can only contain references. This article will attract fees for three pages, with the first page and the last reference-only page being free. The authors are also reminded of the importance of comprehensive referencing. Each submitted article should clearly acknowledge the fundamental articles on which the technical content is based and place the presented results in the context of the state-of-the-art literature. Those principles of referencing are essential to fairly recognize past contributions by other authors and demonstrate to the reviewers/readers that the presented results are both novel and significant.
I believe that this editorial change will benefit both authors and readers of AWPL by encouraging a thorough acknowledgment of relevant research by other authors.
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